Open Pit Surveyor
COMPANY INFORMATION
Wesdome Gold Mines is in its 30th year of continuous gold mining operations in Canada. The
Company is 100% Canadian focused with a pipeline of projects in various stages of development.
The Eagle River Complex is located approximately 50 km south of Highway 17, 50 km West of
Wawa, Ontario and is currently producing gold from a central mill which processes ore from the
Eagle River Underground Mine and the Mishi Open Pit Mine.
JOB DESCRIPTION
Reporting to the Open Pit Superintendent, Responsibilities include: The successful candidate will
provide a high-level of accurate surveying to the Mining Group as part of the open pit mining
operation and perform other duties as assigned.
QUALIFICATIONS


Survey/Mine Engineering Technician Diploma



Technically competent and have a good understanding of Open Pit mining




Possess skills with GPS system (Leica)
Possess skills with AutoCAD and SURPAC




Able to effectively establish priorities and communicated these to the operations group
Able to organize workloads and modify priorities in a continuous production environment









Leadership and good interpersonal skills required
Ability to walk on uneven ground in all weather conditions required
Strong math and computer skills required
Strong verbal and written communication required
Proven safe work record required
1-3 years experience in an open pit mine
Valid driver’s license










Field Duties
Survey and mark up blast hole pattern designs
Survey surface topography for blast volume estimation and design
Survey loaded blast holes (pre-blast)
Provide daily grade shots for production mucking, survey crests and toes when needed
Survey ore/waste contacts to establish grade gontrol packets on Ore blasts
Monitor sampling and digging within the Pit
Survey Ore stockpiles for month end
Survey water elevations in Pit, Settling pond and Polishing pond for compliance with
ministry regulations regarding water removal





Working Conditions
7/7 rotation (day shift)
Remote camp location, room and board (not a fly-in/fly-out)
Competitive salary and career advancement opportunities

We wish to thank all applicants for their interest and effort in applying for the position;
however, only candidates selected for interviews will be contacted.
APPLICATION PROCESS
Email: eagle.hr@wesdome.com

